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MEETING NOTICE
Every Fourth Wednesday
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DISPATCH EDITORIAL STAFF

As we finish up our
Christmas shopping in time to
enjoy the season with our
friends and relatives, it’s appropriate to reflect on the
many things we are thankful
for. This year has been great
for the club, and both Darci
and I have enjoyed every moment.
As we look back at what
2019 had to offer, we’re gratified by the energy and good
ideas that are being shared at
our meetings. We’re expanding our alliances with other
hobby clubs and preparing for
our 59th Annual Washington
Show. During the next few
months we’ll be announcing
details of when our official
NCMSS shirts will be available
for purchase.
We welcome our new
members and encourage

everyone to keep spreading
the word about the club.
“Promoting History Through
Art” isn’t just a motto, it’s
what we do!
Remember that our Holiday Party will be held at our
next meeting on DECEMBER
18 to avoid conflicts with
Christmas. It will be the usual
delicious potluck feast with a
gift exchange. It’s always entertaining and we look forward to seeing you there.
During 2019 we had
some great presentations and
we’re putting out the call for
volunteers to share your tips
and techniques with the club,
in person or in print. This issue features highlights from
an outstanding presentation
on creating water effects by
Burt Thompson. This is exactly
the type of thing we all want

to see and what our club is
here to promote! Other members have given presentations
on various modeling subjects,
such as metallics, rust techniques, airbrushing, painting
with oils etc. and we need
others to step up! Our schedule is open for the next year
so please volunteer or you
can find friends from other
clubs as guest speakers.
Finally, Darci and I have
made the New Year’s resolution to get this newsletter out
in a more timely manner, so
expect to see the December
issue out soon. To all our
NCMSS friends we wish the
best, happy painting, and
hope to see you soon!

David Hoffman
NCMSS Adjutant

December 18, 2019
7:30-10:00 PM
Thomas Edison
High School
5801 Franconia Road
Alexandria, VA
Room E-112

PAINTER’S CLUB
Every Third Saturday

Dec. 21, Saturday
12:00-4:00 PM
Small Conf Room
Mason District Gov. Center/
Police Station
6507 Colombia Pike
Annandale, VA 22003
Fairfax County.Gov

American soldiers singing around the Christmas tree in Fort Lee Virginia in 1944. (Camp Lee only became a Fort after the war. During the
war it was used as an Army Services Forces Training Center.)
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CLUB NEWS
MEETING MINUTES
23 October 2019

date is intended to help avoid
conflicts with other hobbyrelated events. The Hilton PoC
Tiffany is out until November,
so we won't know costs until
then.
4.) Nick showed a short video
that he and his “TrueGunpla”
friends (including Joel Stone)
prepared regarding the
NCMSS show. The video is
available on YouTube HERE.

Networking & Setup
[19:00-19:31]

October
MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”

Call to Order
[19:32]
Commander Burt Thompson
began the meeting.
Old / New Business
[19:32-1950]
1.) Burt presented a card and
nice bottle of wine to congratulate Nick’s recent promotion
to Lt. Colonel.
2.) Burt also presented to Bob
Prokop his 75th Anniversary
D Day Commemoration Award
plaque sponsored by the Long
Island Club from our September NCMSS Show.
3.) Members briefly discussed
some ideas for next year’s
show including providing seminars during the day. Darci
mentioned the Hilton hotel
has been reserved for September 26 (with setup on the
25th). The date was approved
by general consensus at the
September meeting. The later

Parade Ground
[19:50-20:15]
Participants included Jim
Richey, Gerry Joria, Greg Paspatis, Robert Huettner, Nick
Strocchia, Burt Thompson,
and David Hoffman. Lots of
great entries this month. David squeaked by with the
MoM, but need to mention
that Nick Strocchia was a
close second.
Monthly Presentation
[20:15-21:00]
Burt Thompson gave an excellent presentation on adding
water effects to your figure
dislays and dioramas.

Doppelsöldner
by David Hoffman

Quarterly Swap
Meet
Held during meetings

***Feb***
May
Aug
Nov
Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!
2

Conclusion
[21:20]
After discussing some old and
new business, along withsome informal conversation
the meeting adjourned.
Attendees
Jim Pratt, Robert Huettner,
Tim Stormer, Jim Richey, Burt
Thompson, Gerard Joria, Mike
Donohue, Nick Strocchia,
Greg Paspatis, Bob Prokop,
Jenny Young, Warren Yaun,
David Hoffman, Darci Hoffman.
Submitted by David Hoffman,
NCMSS Adjutant
<bpchasseur@comcast.net >
(240) 912-6499
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EVENTS

AND

P L AC E S

The National Capital
Model Soldier Society
Member benefits include:








Friendly monthly meetings where we
share our knowledge of history,
painting, and modeling
Monthly guest speakers
Painter’s Club—A monthly opportunity
to get together with other painters to
share tips and techniques
Monthly Dispatch newsletter
The NCMSS Washington Show
Affordable dues

What are you waiting for?

Welcome to the club!

Military support will be provided by the Military District of
Washington, D.C.
The ceremony is open to
the general public.

75th Anniversary of the Battle
of the Bulge
World War II Memorial
1750 Independence Ave SW,
Washington, DC 20024
Monday, December 16, 2019
starting at 11:00 a.m.
The Friends of the National World War II Memorial
will host the ceremony and
wreath presentation marking
the 75th anniversary of the
Battle of the Bulge. As part of
the ceremony, World War II
veterans and representatives
from each of the Allied Nations that took part in the
Battle of the Bulge will lay
wreaths at the National World
War II Memorial in honor of
the more than one million
Allied service members who
took part in the campaign and
to remember the more than
22,000 Allies who were killed.
Army Lieutenant General
Andrew Poppas, director for
operations for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff
will offer remarks
during this special
75th anniversary commemorative event.
Renowned author Alex
Kershaw (The Longest
Winter, The Bedford
Boys, The Liberator,
The First Wave) will
serve as the event’s
master of ceremonies
and expert historian.

75th Anniversary of the
Battle of the Bulge at
Gettysburg
Gettysburg National Cemetary
Taneytown Road
Gettysburg, PA 17325
December 16, 2:00pm to
3:00 pm,
Join park rangers from
Eisenhower National Historic
Site in person in the Gettysburg National Cemetery, or
online via Facebook Live, on
December 16 as they commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Battle of the Bulge.
Eisenhower wrote that
the German offensive in the
Ardennes was a time when,
“the grand strategy and the
high hopes of high command

3

became a soldiers’ war, sheer
courage, and the instinct for
survival.” From Malmedy to
Bastogne, American soldiers
fought bravely and rose, “to
new heights of courage, of
resolution and of effort.” The
Battle of the Bulge was the
costliest battle for American
forces in all of World War II.
Nearly one in every ten American combat casualties during
the war fell between December 1944 and January 1945.
The fighting in the Battle of
the Bulge exemplified the
perseverance of the American
soldier, causing British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill to
remark it as "undoubtedly the
greatest American battle of
the war...."
On the 75th anniversary
of the beginning of the Axis
assault, join park rangers to
remember some of the American soldiers who gave the last
full measure of devotion while repulsing the
last great German war
offensive. The hourlong program begins just inside the
Taneytown Road entrance to the Gettysburg National Cemetery. If you cannot
make it in person, join
them virtually on Facebook for a live-stream
version of the tour.
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E V E N T S A N D P L AC E S
Christmas Illuminations
at Mount Vernon
George Washington’s Mount
Vernon 3200 Mount Vernon
Memorial Highway, Mount
Vernon, VA 22121
December 20-21, 5:30pm to
8:30pm
Kick off the holiday season with sparkling fireworks
overlooking the Potomac River.
Join Mount Vernon for an
evening of family-friendly fun
and fireworks choreographed
to holiday music. Before the

(CONT…)

fireworks begin around 8PM,
take a stroll through the estate and visit with re-enactors
from the First Virginia Regiment. General and Martha
Washington will also be on
site to greet Mount Vernon’s
holiday guests.
Watch colonial artisans
demonstrate the 18th-century
process of creating chocolate
and visit with Aladdin the
camel on the 12-acre field.
Keep toasty by warming up by
a bonfire, enjoying some hot
chocolate or cider, or visiting

the Museum and Education
Center (open from 5:30-8PM).
Still haven’t found the
perfect holiday gift? Take
some time to complete any
last minute gift needs at the
Shops at Mount Vernon, open
until 9:30 p.m. during Christmas Illuminations.
Visit the Mount Vernon
website to view their complete calendar of events for
the holiday season.

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 01 9 / 20 2 0
DEC

 Dec 18 — NCMSS Holiday party. Bring your latest project and a dish to share!

JAN
2020

 Jan 10-11 — ModelCon2020 Chattanooga Convention Center, Chattanooga, TN

FEB

 Feb 8 — JAXCON 2020 IPMS First Coast, Jacksonville, FL
 Feb 21-23 — Atlanta Military Figure Society 2020 Show, Marietta, GA
 Feb 29 — Scrum Con, Silver Spring, MD
 Feb 29 — Old Dominion Open Model Show & Contest, Richmond, VA

MAR

 Mar 21 — AtlantaCon 2020 IPMS Atlanta & IPMS Marietta, Marietta, VA

APR

 Apr 18-19 — MFCA 79th Annual Show and Mart, Philadelphia, PA

If you know of any upcoming events that you would like people to know about, please contact Adjutant David Hoffman
at bpchasseur@comcast.net and we’ll add the date to our calendar.

4
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PARADE GROUND
October “Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER

October 2019
Parade Ground Participants
Nick Strocchia, Gerry Joria, Jim
Richey, Burt Thompson, Greg
Paspatis, David Hoffman
“Doppelsöldner ”
by David Hoffman

Photos by Jim Richey

D AV I D H O F F M A N

Always a colorful subject and
favorite of figure painters, Dave
brought in the classic 90mm Pegaso
kit of a German Landsknecht, circa
1530. In this case it is of a
“Doppelsöldner”, or double pay
Landsknecht equipped with a Zweihander or two handed sword. These
were first line troops whose purpose
were to disrupt the pike formations
and infantry of opposing forces, in
many cases the similarly armed Swiss
mercenaries employed by their opponents. Their colorful “slashed” dress
belied a fierce warrior that was feared
throughout Europe.
Dave painted this as usual in
oils, although he added some Winsor
& Newton Iridescent White when he
painted the doublet to create a silk
effect. There is really no limit to how
you can paint these figures, as they
had no limits on materials or color
combinations.
5
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PARADE GROUND
NICK STROCCHIA
As a departure from his usual Gundam subjects,
Nick brought in a very impressive Jeep Mountain Goat
in 1/25 Scale. This is an MPC Kit from 1979. Nick used
quite an array of paints to put this one together, including his favorite lacquers from Splashpaint, such as
“Martini Dark Blue” among others, and finishing with an
Alclad Glosscoat. The decal work was superb, and the
mud created with Vallejo Thick Mud and Woodland
Scenics 2mm/4mm Straw was excellent. As a former
4x4 off-roader I can relate!
A full description and more pictures can be found
at Nick’s MachoModelz HERE, along with many other
interesting projects. He also has a MachoModelz Facebook page that is well worth checking out!

6
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PARADE GROUND
G R E G P A S PA T I S

Greg showed a WWI Doughboy
in 54mm. Another classic Imrie-Risley
kit, he has depicted his subject as a
Marine from the battle of Belleau
Wood. The battle (1–26 June 1918)
occurred during the German Spring
Offensive near the Marne River. The
battle became a major part of the
lore of the Marine Corps and Greg
mentioned had caused some resentment from the army, who also participated in the campaign.
Gregg completed the figure in
enamels and the setting is very well
done depicting a battle scared landscape!

JIM RICHEY
Jim completed yet another tractor, but this time a Revell in 1/24th
Scale kit of Porsche Junior 108 Tractor
that he found at Hobbyworks. This one
is a departure from his previous ones
as it is depicted in pristine showroom
shape. A simpler snap-on kit, it does
not require painting but Jim gave it a
clear coat before applying the decals,
which went on very well. He then overcoated with a flat paint for a more
realistic finish.

7
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PARADE GROUND
G E R RY J O R I A
Gerry brought in a classic Valiant 100mm Figure of
Snake Oil Salesman from the late 70s. An unusual but
interesting subject very well executed in acrylics. This popular metal kit can still be found on e-bay. Gerry always is
very diverse in his always great subject matter choices.

BURT THOMPSON

Burt brought in his work in progress of
a 28mm SPQR Macedonian War Elephant
from Warlord Games. Burt had scratchbuilt
some deadly spears for the figures for the
tower that could do real damage! As is his
practice Burt completed much of the
groundwork while still working on the model, to include some water effects and vegetation. He later gave a very detailed
presentation of some of his techniques,
that we will have in a future issue.
It should be noted that Alexander the
Great was the first European to face war
elephants in battle and, after defeating the
Persians at the Battle of Gaugamela, became impressed enough by their potential
that he incorporated them into his army.

8
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PARADE GROUND
ROBERT HUETTNER

Robert brought in a recently completed M2A2 Bradley that he did as a
commission for a friend who served in
one. As usual he did additional detail
work such as hollowed out smoke dischargers, used stretched sprue for the
antennas, and scratchbuilt headlight
frames and tie downs, as the kit versions were not adequate. Sadly, this kit
has a complete interior but Robert
closed most of the hatches! The piece
is finished in NATO 3-color camouflage
(Green, Brown, and Black).
Robert did a another commission
for the same client of a Styker, which
he also served in, but was unable to
bring it to the meeting as he had already parted with it. Fortunately he
took pictures of it and I have included
them here. Lot’s of weathering and a
nce setting for this one, very nicely
done and I am sure his friend is very
pleased with the results!

9
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Member Gallery - Artwork of Rick Sanders
Long time member Rick Sanders
displayed a large collection of flats at our
NCMSS Washington Show that deserved
a closer look. Thanks to Rick for sending
us the pictures and descriptions of these
impressive pieces.
According to an interview posted on
FlatTinFigure.com, Rick has been painting and collecting flats since his youth.
He has a large collection of Napoleonic
Russian flats, but he also enjoys painting
a variety of subjects from the ancient
Greek period through the First World
War.
When asked if he painted with acrylics, oil, or enamel, Rick said, “I paint
exclusively with oil paints because I find
that acrylics dry too quickly for my style
of shading and highlighting. I have experimented with different methods of painting armor, including just using a blueblack wash on the unprimed figure. I
have still to find a method that achieves
what I would like.”

Flat tin figures have been a part of
our hobby since the 18th century, so it’s
always nice to see this delightful art form
displayed at our shows. This year Rick
entered a display in the diorama category titled “The Robber Barons” which won

a silver medal. He also entered two large
displays in the Painters category titled
“The Battle of Tannenberg/Grunberg, 15
July 1410” shown below.
Thank you Rick for sharing your
work!

Silver medal winner The Robber Barons, by Rick Sanders

The Battle of Tannenberg/Grunberg, 15 July 1410 Allies of the Teutonic Order vs. the Polish-Lithuanian armies and their allies – Russians, Tartars, etc.
(Left) Figures produced by Wolfgang Friedrich and Friedrich Dittmar, (Right) Figures produced by Hans Müller, Erfurt, Germany, in the 1930s.
All flats painted by R. Sanders

10
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Notables...

NEW

F RO M

TRANSLATED

BY

Z E U G H AU S V E R L AG

NCMSS MEMBER RICHARD SANDERS

The Burgundian Wars

Art and History
Through Miniature Figures:
A Modeling Autobiography
Written by Doug Cohen
available from

Artist
Preservation Group

By Hagen Seehase and Detlef Ollesch, Illustrated, 103pps, Zeughaus Verlag GmbH, Berlin, Germany, 2019
The “Burgundian Wars” are generally
considered the campaigns of Charles the
Bold, the last Duke of Burgundy, against the
Swiss, but they were actually far more extensive. This book presents the European politics
leading to the conflicts, then the Duke’s campaigns against Liège starting in 1467, his
siege of Neuss on the Rhine, the fighting in
the Sundgau and Lorraine. It moves on to the
battles against the Swiss staring in 1474, and
finally addresses the conflict with the Duke of
Lorraine in 1477.
Charles the Bold created an impressive
army but lost many battles. His defeat and
death at the Battle of Nancy in early 1477
and the resulting conflicts over the succession are of tremendous historical significance
because they mark the beginning of the German-French relationship as “hereditary enemies”.
Paperback with 52, mostly color, illustrations,
two maps, English text.

The Hussite Armies and Wars
By Alexander Querengässer and Sascha
Lunyakov, Illustrated, 140pps, Zeughaus
Verlag GmbH, Berlin, Germany, 2019
With the outbreak of the Hussite Revolution in 1419, Bohemia found itself opposed
by a superior force of European crusader
armies. German knighthood was experiencing
its last heyday. But the Bohemian heretics’
army, under the leadership of energetic commanders like Jan Žižka, developed tactics
with which they won one battle after another.
The employment of the defensive Wagenburg
(“wagon castle”) and intensive use of the first
cannon as field artillery brought them many
successes.
The Hussites were the first soldiers since
Roman times to employ all the available
branches in coordination on the battlefield.
This book highlights not just the history of the
conflicts, but also the weapons and military
branches, organization and tactics of the
Hussite armies.

“The Artist Preservation Group is a gathering of
like-minded historical artists whose mission is
to...aide in the preservation and restoration of
threatened historical sites and/or artifacts.”
For more information on how you can help,
make a donation, or become a member, visit
the Artist Preservation Group website.

Paperback, illustrated in full color, 18 fullpage and 2-sided color plates, 64 contemporary illustrations, 10 newly created maps
These books are currently available at www.zinnfigur.com, Amazon, or your local bookstore.
You can also visit the publisher at www.zeughausverlag.de for information on other great titles.
11
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W AT E R E F F E C T S P R E S E N TAT I O N
by Burt Thompson
Jeep) by Tamiya. I went to a hobby store back
in the day, got this base, and decided to do
some mud. I just used cellu-clay and Future
floor wax. I mixed it all together with mud,
gook, and leaves. This was all before the
“high speed” stuff they’ve got today. The Ford
GPA actually got gold at the Richmond Show
one year and silver up at Long Island. This
base was supposed to be the GPA’s home,

During the October meeting NCMSS club
Commander Burt Thompson shared his wisdom on groundcover, specifically creating
water effects. Over the years he’s worked
with various materials to reproduce the look
of wet mud, still water, stagnant water, and
water with waves or ripples, which he maintains is fairly simple. “It’s also not hard to
mimic flowing water and/or waterfalls. There
are a lot of great how-to books out there and I
would encourage you to check them out.”
Burt displayed a number of different products
and tools on the market that you can use to
create your own water effects. The following
information is an edited summary of Burt’s
presentation during the meeting. The Dispatch editorial staff is most likely responsible
for any factual or grammatical errors in this
article.

Don’t Take Shortcuts!
Whatever medium you pick whether it’s
clear resin or a Pour-On, read the instructions
VERY WELL. Don’t do a typical “guy thing”
where you think you can just figure it out and
mix it together. If the instructions state the
medium requires mixing for three minutes,
then it MEANS three minutes. If instructions
say mix & pour twice for 60 seconds then mix
& pour again for 60 seconds, it MEANS 60
seconds. Some of the materials you’ll work
with need heat to set up and some use kinetics. Essentially, do yourself a favor by reading
and following the instructions. Once you become familiar with the medium you’re using
you can begin branching out and experimenting.

but I’ve never put them together because the
GPA seem to have done pretty well without it.
Essentially, I brought in this base to demonstrate that you can get some good effects
with cheaper materials. Vallejo and other
similar cool products do a great job, but they
can get pretty expensive. You can see on the
table that I’ve spent my fair share on products, but I also like experimenting with things
that I don’t have to buy.

Tools don’t have to be expensive
Everybody’s got their favorite tools. I
tend to use simple ones. Sometimes I’ll even
use just a toothpick with several coats of glue
on it and I’ll sand it down to the shape I want.
I’ll use things that you can buy at Michael’s,
like this plastic spatula. Art supplies can be
pricey and they work fine, but you don’t have

Experimenting can save you $$$
About 20 years ago I worked on a Ford
GPA 1/35 scale (General Purpose Amphibian
12
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Water Effects Presentation (continued...)
together small (end of a toothpick)
amounts of Iraqi Sand and Aqua Blue in
equal portions.
I applied the gel over the “rocks”
with a spatula and it set up smooth as
glass. Using a spatula I went over the
surface of the water to create a slight

to spend a lot to get tools that will do the
job.

Some products and how to work
with them
A really good resin is Amazing Clear
Cast by Alumilite. It’s a two-part clear
coating and casting resin. You’ve got to
pay attention when you use this product.
Follow the directions exactly!
One key thing to remember when
using any of these products is to be sure
to keep dust and lint from settling on
your work. Cover it as soon as you’ve
poured it. Put it aside and protect it for
as long as it takes to set (typically 24,
48, or 72 hours depending on the
depth). The magic depth for me is 1/8th
of an inch. If you do much more than
that it will “goo” on you and you won’t
get the effect that you want. You have to
be patient with most of these products. If
your project requires multiple layers,
make sure each successive layer is completely set before adding the next one.
Make sure the humidity in your work
area is higher than 50%. I’ve found you
get better results if the temperature is
between 65°F and 70°F. The resin
cures better.
Another product that I really like is
EnviroTex Lite pour-on high gloss finish.
It’s also a 2-part resin. It takes a number
of steps mixing and pouring. What you’re
doing is generating heat for the curing
process.
There are a lot of products out
there, but for me Pledge Floor Gloss is
one of the best. If you apply it in thin
layers you can get the same effects as
the more expensive “high speed” stuff, it
just takes longer to dry. You can use it

with a toothbrush to create water splatter effects that looks great.
A good, but expensive material is
Realistic Water. It’s simple to use (no
mixing) but if the bottle gets shaken you
might get air bubbles when it’s poured,
which is a problem. You can try to knock
the bubbles out, use toothpicks, or you
can even use a mini butane torch. Be
careful to not hold your torch too close to

the resin surface or to use it in one spot
for too long. This can result in dimples or
ripples in your resin surface, yellowing, or
even burn marks.
When done right, using a torch can
cure the surface of your work and give it
that nice bubble-free sheen of shiny water. It’s great for large bodies of water.
My favorite material to use is Liquitex Professional gloss super heavy gel.
Artists use it all the time. It’s a gel medium that is white when you apply it, but it
dries completely clear. I used the Liquitex on this North Africa desert oasis scene with the two date palms. I wanted the
water to not be clear, but have a slightly
greenish tint like some of the oasis I’ve
been in. To achieve the color I mixed
13

ripple on the surface. The effect is slightly cloudy water with wind-blown ripples,
but you can still see the rocks underneath. To give the piece a little more
color I painted the “rocks” with some
Vallejo Slime Green before I put on the
gel. To answer your question, “What did
you use for the rocks?,” I used pine bark
off the pine trees, the big chunky ones
from North Carolina. I’ve got a whole bag
of them (and the chiggers that go with it)
at home. The base and the groundcover
(palm trees and plants) are entirely
hand-made.
Another product that is good for
small simple projects is Vallejo Water
Texture. I decided to use it on the base
for my Macedonia War Elephant. This
stuff is kind of runny, so you have to be
careful with it. I first created a dam on
this base with dry hardening clay. The
Vallejo unfortunately melted and blended in with the clay. I’ll have to sand it off
and start over. The lesson is be careful
what you use as a dam. I won’t do that
again! In this instance I sanded off the
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Water Effects Presentation (continued...)
problem areas and will use masking tape
when I re-pour the water. I will be patient
and do multiple thin layers instead of
rushing it. Most of the water’s edge will
be covered up in the final product. I’m
just going for a touch of water, nothing
fancy, to add a little visual interest. (Note
on the Vallejo Water Texture product, by
Competition Minis: “This is for shallow
pours. For deep/thick pours you need to
use a two part clear epoxy. It is not
opaque, but it is cloudy.”)

Now, for this little Warhammer guy,
the base is a piece of jagged wood that I
cut off a log. Then I added some broken
corkboard pieces on top and painted
them to look like rocks. I wanted to make
waves breaking against the cliffs. For the
water you don’t have to make waves with
the liquid stuff! I started with plumber’s
putty (or you can use milliput or 2-part
A+B) to get the wave shapes. I then started painting the water with the color
scheme I wanted. Then I coated the
waves with Red Devil 100% Silicone
(clear). Once it begins to set you can
manipulate it to create wavetops and
peaks. You can even use a toothpick to
draw out some of the silicone to make it
look like a spray of water. It takes some
practice, but the results can look great.

Diorama design and adding
water effects for visual interest
One of my current projects involves
creating a base for a destroyed, rusted
out Sherman using different kinds of
water effects all in one diorama. The
tank sits on a beach. Waves are washing
ashore, so I’m working with clear water,
waves, foam, and wet sand. In the back
I’m making a stagnant pool.
For this base I’m using insulation
foam. (The same foam you use on hous-

es.) You can easily cut and shape it.
Lately I’ve avoided using square bases
because there always seems to be too
much dead, wasted space. Also, I’ve
been putting more height on my bases to
help make the diorama seem more
three-dimensional.
When I plan a layout of a diorama, I
usually follow the Rule of Thirds. I work
at making the composition three dimensional and building dynamic tension as
much as I can and getting the angles
right. I’m amazed by the work of some of
these artists like John Rosengrant and
Greg Cihlar. There is something magical
about what they do. If you look at their
compositions long enough you start to
see it. It’s three layers, it’s depth, and it’s
breadth. From each angle there is a story
to be told. Designing an appealing composition can be a challenge, but it’s rewarding when you get it right.
Adding water as an element of visual interest to your dioramas can really
add to your compositions. I would recommend that you start simple. As you become more proficient and your work
looks more realistic it can really make
your dioramas & vignettes pop!

Some questions on techniques
If you’re pouring water around a figure,
would the medium take the paint off the
figure?
As long as the paint on the figure is
dry, I have had no issues with that.
What do you use to help keep the resin
you pour in place?
I usually create dams using painter’s masking tape. You can even use
masking tape when pouring deep water.
Once the product has set you can sand
off the tape. Take a paint brush and go
over it with Pledge floor gloss and “poof”
it will look clear.
A long time ago I used A&B epoxy resin
and there would always be the problem
with the product “cupping up” as it set.
How do you avoid this problem?
That’s a great question. The same
thing happened on my desert oasis scene. What I did to counter that surface
tension effect was to take an exacto
knife and shave off the raised part to
make the surface as level as possible.
There was still a slight ridge. I took my
best buddy Liquitex, painted a little on,
and then used my favorite tool to smooth
it over the surface. You can’t even tell
there used to be a ridge there. The beau14

ty of the gel is that it doesn’t produce
that concave surface tension effect like
other products.
I wanted to do a vignette with two figures
in a pool of water waist to neck deep.
Will I have to spend months applying thin
layers?
Hold that thought. I’ll bring a book in
that I purchased called Water Effects for
about $45 on how to do water. They
show an example of two Marines in Vietnam, one carrying a 5-gallon jug and
the other one carrying an ammo crate.
They’re standing in about two inches of
water. They used some of the same mediums & techniques we talked about
tonight. I’ll bring that book in.
Could you bring that little Ford GPA in to
a future meeting? If you want one small
enough to hang on your Christmas tree,
Hallmark’s got you covered.
Sure! I’ll bring it in. That’s a fun kit.
Tamiya came out with an updated version that they retooled a little bit. It’s a
fun kit to build.
Many years ago my father did a diorama
with a waterfall. I believe he used tape
and clear glue.
For waterfalls you can cut clear Saran Wrap into foot-long strips and brush
Vallejo Water Texture on it. After putting
a few layers on and allowing them to set,
you can take the strips and add them to
your diorama. The strips are very malleable and can create some believable water effects if done well. They are fun to
experiment with.

Editor’s Note: Thank you Burt for a
fun an informative seminar!
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Heroes & Villains Miniatures

The Long Island Miniature Model Show
by David

Hoffman, photos by Darci Hoffman

On November 15 and 16th, our friends
with the Long Island Miniatures Society held
their annual figure show at the Freeport Recreation Center in Freeport, N.Y. This was the
first time Darci and I attended this long running show and we were not disappointed. The
club goes out of it’s way to provide a relaxed,
informal affair and both the amount and quality of work was outstanding. The show has
attracted some of the best figure artists
around, and this year was no exception. From
Europe was Ivo Predo and Riccardo Ruberti,
both of whom are familiar to historical miniaturists by their great work. Also present was
premier U.S. modeler Bill Horan, who gave an
informal seminar on Saturday and provided
many attendees with tips and answered questions throughout the show.
The venue was full of exhibits by miniaturists from throughout the northeast region,
from Boston to Philadelphia. The NCMSS was
well represented and also sponsored the The
Battle of the Bulge 75th Commemoration
Award, which included a certificate and fine
kit presented by NCMSS Commander Burt
Thompson. Your editor (me), Bob Prokop,
Glenn Merritt and Burt displayed at the show
and garnered some very nice awards. The
club is unique in that it presents very nice
original prints by Greg DiFranco for it awards,
a departure from the usual medals garnered
at other shows. The club operates under the
Chicago “Open System” presenting Gold,
Silver and Bronze awards, along with some
special awards.
Canadian Jules de Raucourt received the
Best of Show for his superb Samurai of the
Blue Moon bust, which featured some outstanding detail painting. His entire display
was very impressive. Kevin Townsend had
some great dioramas on display among many
other miniaturists, and there was a very
strong fantasy showing as well. The overall
quality of work and the number of displays
was significantly up from recent years. I know
that the organizers were very happy with the
level of exhibitor participation.
There were plenty of vendors, including
quite a few people selling some of their “gray
army figures”, some great deals were to be
had on many classic kits and these were
snapped up very quickly.
We are very much looking forward to
attending again next year!
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The Long Island Show (Continued…)
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The Long Island Show (Continued…)

“Northern Virginia Gamers (NOVAG) is one of
the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area's
oldest and most respected hobby gaming
organizations. Started in 1986, we have
consistently provided a focal point for gamers
in the Capital area for almost three decades.”
For more info on Northern Virginia Gamers,
visit their website at NOVAG.org

HMGS JOIN TODAY

YOUR MINIATURES
YOUR RULESETS
YOUR WARGAMES
YOUR SOCIETY
Visit the Historical Miniatures Gaming
Society website at HMGS.org

THE MODEL CELLAR
We produce a range of figures, busts,
and accessories with a special interest
in The Great War, 1914-1918
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The Long Island Show (Continued…)

Birch Tree Enterprises
First Choice in Display Bases
John Jefferies
Phone: (516) 662-5281 E-mail: birchtreejohn@aol.com

Mike Fleckenstein
Photographer
mikefphoto.com
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The Long Island Show (Continued…)

Washington Ship Model Society
WSMS was founded in 1929 and is the
oldest continuously active ship model club
in the United States. Visit their website at
DCShipModelSociety.org

8803 Orchard Tree Lane
Towson, MD

Phone: (410) 561-6324
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The Long Island Show (Continued…)

Detail, Quality and Authenticity
Since 1893

The Lost Battalion
History in Miniatures
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Club website:
ncmssclub.org
Club Facebook:
NCMSS

B AC K P AG E
2019 NCMSS Officers
Commanding Officer
Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Executive Officer
gyrinejoe@aol.com

Joe Bles

301-490-6769

Adjutant
David Hoffman
bpchasseur@comcast.net
Paymaster
Darci Hoffman
dkdickens-h@comcast.net

240-912-6499

240-912-6499

Show Chairman
Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
Thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Vendor Chairman Grant Berry 301-829-6110
Granthberry@aol.com
Webmaster
Mike Fleckenstein 540-498-0162
modlrfleck@yahoo.com
Dispatch Editor
David Hoffman
bpchasseur@comcast.net

240-912-6499

2019

Advertising Policy
The Dispatch does not accept paid
advertising; but will accept, without
obligation and on a “first come-first
served” + space available contingency,
business cards or ads for miniature, toy
soldier, plastic model and similar shows
submitted by NCMSS members of other
clubs, associations, or businesses that
the NCMSS has an association with.
Ads for shows must be submitted by
the 15th of the month for a show scheduled for the following month. Business
cards may be submitted for continuous
running, subject to space availability.
Members may also submit sale/want
ads as desired. Ads or business cards in
compliance with this policy and printed
in The Dispatch do not represent an
official endorsement by the NCMSS.;
nor does NCMSS endorse specific
shows or vendors.
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